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Lakeridge Citizens
for Clean Water
• Initiated by soil dumping
in a rehabilitated gravel pit
on Lakeridge Road
• Started around a kitchen
table
• Door-to-door and public
meetings
• Web site, Facebook, e-mail
~ 120 members
• Linked to other groups
• STORM, Earthroots, &
Green Durham Assoc.

Ontario Soil Regulation Task Force
• Lakeridge Citizens for Clean Water
• Rural Burlington Greenbelt
Coalition
• Clarington Citizens for Clean
Water and Soil
• Tecumseth Pines Residents
Association
• North West Whitby Residents for
Clean Water
• Bloomington residents
• Earthroots
• STORM
• …
• …

Volunteer not-forprofit organization

These groups are meeting under
the name Ontario Soil
Regulation Task Force (OSRTF) to
expand the fight beyond their
local sites.
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Excess Construction Soil
(Fill)
• Sources:
– Soil excavated for houses, subways, pipelines,
condo foundations, highways, factories, etc.
– Contaminated soil from old industrial lands.

• Receiving Sites:
– Municipal landfills
– Aerodromes
– Farmer’s fields
– Exhausted gravel pits

Leslie Spit

Brownfields
Ont. Reg. 153/04

(2001)

• Old industrial lands rehabilitated to get a Record of Site
Condition to limit environmental liability for redevelopment.
• Following strict regulations for soil on the site for the intended
new use – Soil Tables 1-9.
• No control of contaminated soil trucked away.

“…every load of hazardous soil dumped
illegally is worth as much as $6000 in
saved tipping fees.“*
*Charles M. Loopstra, Q.C.
International Municipal Lawyers Association
Conference IMLA in Canada 2014

Soil Remediation
• Contaminated soils can be treated by processes
specific to the nature of the contaminant.
Most only treat petroleum by
biodegradation and evaporation
• Facilities regulated by an
Environmental
Compliance Approval
prescribing processes,
testing, and disposal.

25 million m3 of excess soil in
Ontario each year looking for a
place to be dumped
= 16 Rogers Centres filled
to the roof each year

• Residential Construction 8.6
• Infrastructure
10.7
• Industrial Commercial
6.5
Total 25.8
million cubic meters in 2015

Over 75 soil dump sites
reported to OSRTF
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Soil Receiving Sites
(now called a Reuse Site)
Hundreds of trucks per day for years
A commercial fill operation
Heavy truck traffic, noise, dust, and sediment

Tottenham Airfield

Dust is Particulate Matter (PM)

PM10:
• From road dust, stone crushing, soil, …
• Irritates airways, cough and sneeze it out
PM2.5:
• From exhaust, chemical aerosols,…
• Gets into lungs, reduces lung function,
worsens asthma, lowers general health

Ontario Air Quality Standard

PM2.5 30 µg/m3 (24 hr)
PM10 50 µg/m3 (24 hr)

Noise
Fill operations are noisy
•
•
•
•

Truck engines
Clank of caterpillar treads
Back-up beepers
Tailgate slamming

Noise by-laws may:
 Schedule activities
 Set dB limits or the Officer
assesses the “disturbance”

Sediment and drainage
Site alteration creates silt runoff and
disturbs natural drainage and infiltration.

The black cloth fence and drainage plans
do not always work

* Runoff from
Tottenham
Airfield fill site
into retirement
community of
Tecumseth Pines.

Contamination of soil

• Taylor Road site: cadmium @ 16 X limit

Soil for sheep farm found to be toxic to sheep
*Toronto Star
2014-10-20

“Clean fill” dumped at a rural home
subsequently found to be many times the
limit for petroleum hydrocarbons in all
samples tested. Fill ordered removed.

Sideline 14, Pickering
Region of Durham

Carcinogenic carbon tetrachloride found in well

Greenbank Airport Fill Operations in Scugog
Approx. 1.4 million cubic metres of imported soil
Borehole testing 22/45 samples > Table 2
$105 million lawsuit to cover costs of cleaning up

Among many other soil
contaminants, cyanide found at
3000 times the acceptable limit.

Cyanide showed up in a monitoring well 5 years later
Lakeridge Site, Scugog
Region of Durham

Adjacent to Natural Core Area
on the Oak Ridges Moraine.

These sites had
paperwork that said
the soil would be OK

Soil Tables list the allowable
concentrations of contaminates

No Definition nor
Standards for “Clean Fill”

Important to note about the excess soil tables
•
•
•
•

Table 1 = natural, “cleanest”
Table 2 = clean enough near wells
Table 3 = clean enough if on town water
More than Tables 1, 2, and 3
– 18 tables from 1 to 9.1
– Land-use dependant columns in each table
– Different from the 9 tables in 153/04

• Alternatives to the Tables
– BRAT* (Excel spreadsheet for site specific conditions)
– Risk assessment
* Beneficial Reuse Assessment Tool

Setting concentration limits is an
inexact science…
“There are many interrelated parameters and factors that were used in the
development of the Generic Site Condition Standards, and in many cases one
factor … can be outweighed by differences in other factors in a manner that,
overall, there is sufficient natural protection provided by the site. In addition, it
must also be considered that the component that drives the standard may not be
affected by the particular limiting condition….”
MOECC Rationale Document for Development of Excess Soil Standards

Subject to
change

…with much uncertainty
Toxicological Summary
for Ethylbenzene*
Short-term Non-Cancer Health Risk Limit
(nHRL) = 50 μg/L

Total uncertainty factor: 1000 X
Uncertainty factor allocation:
• 10 for interspecies extrapolation,
• 10 for intraspecies variability,
• 10 for database deficiencies
• (to address concerns regarding lack of oral studies of
developmental and reproductive toxicity, lack of toxicity data in
more than 1 species, as well as limited evidence of toxicity that may
be relevant to the oral route of exposure)
*Health Based Guidance for Water Health Risk Assessment Unit, Environmental Health Division, Minnesota Department of Health

Strict Testing Procedures
• For soils, leachate, and groundwater
– Sampling criteria for numbers, location, and
depth.
– Sample collection protocols.
– Accredited laboratory procedures.

• Testing to the soil tables is a standard
order at many labs. (hundreds of dollars)

…but samples are small
One thimbleful of soil from 1 truck
to represent 50 truck loads

Sampling, inspections, reviews, record keeping, etc
is done or overseen by a Qualified Person

At source site and/or at the receiving site
Qualified Person (QP)
= Professional Engineer or
= Professional Geoscientist

But no specialization,
training, nor experience
is required by the
Ministry, except if doing
a Risk Assessment.

The old business of excess soil
Land owner
> Construction company
> Excavation company
> Truckers
> Owner of the receiving site

How have receiving sites been selected?
“The excavator knows a guy” *

*Jeff Goldman – keynote 2019 CANADIAN URBAN INSTITUTE EXCESS SOIL SYMPOSIUM

"Thus every load of hazardous soil dumped illegally is
worth as much as $6000 in saved tipping fees."

Organized Crime Involvement
• Quebec La Presse (March 2018)
– Organized crime dumping contaminated soil
– Arrests made

• CBC News - Lake Simcoe CA (Aug 2018)
– Organized crime behind illegal dumping

• Hamilton Spectator (April 2019)
– Connected soil dumping
to a mobster

The new business of excess soil
Managed by environmental engineering companies and
environmental lawyers following government regulations.
 Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment
 Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessment
 Best Management Practices
 Soil Management Plans

Professionals at the 2019 Excess Soil Symposium

Industry Involvement
Residential and Civil Construction
Alliance of Ontario (RCCAO)

Ontario Stone, Sand & Gravel
Association (OSSGA)

 Large engineering companies
with public relations and environmental divisions
 Owners of vac truck processing sites
 Developers of tracking aps

 Environmental consultants
 Environmental lawyers
 Municipal projects

The goal
1. Reduce residents fear of excess soil
2. So municipalities will allow more sites
3. And development can continue

Who?
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Aerodrome Regulations

Aerodromes had been a favoured site for fill to evade
municipal and provincial control, but since then:
• Aeronautics Act amendment
• 4.32 (1) The Minister may make an order prohibiting the development
or expansion of a given aerodrome …if … is not in the public interest.
• Canadian Aviation Regulations (SOR/96-433)
• Subpart 7 - Proponent of development must notify interested parties
and report to the Minister on comments received. Interested parties
includes nearby neighbours and municipalities and managers of federally
protected lands.
• Advisory Circular AC 300-009 Land Use and Jurisdictional Issues at Aerodromes
• Provincial and municipal law applies to parts that are not integral to
aviation. The fill under a runway is not integral to aviation.
Minister declined to act at Tottenham Airfield
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Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP)

• Excess Soil Best Management Practices Guide (2016)
• O. Reg. 406/19: On-Site and Excess Soil Management (Dec 2019)
• Rules for Soil Management and Excess Soil Quality Standards
• Beneficial Reuse Assessment Tool (spreadsheet)
• Generic Excess Soil Quality Standards
• Tables 1 to 9.1, Leachate Levels, & Ceiling Values
• Rationale Document for Development
of Excess Soil Quality Standards
Developed with input from
Excess Soil Engagement Group
incl. OSRTF

O. Reg. 406/19 being phased in:
January 1, 2021: reuse rules
January 1, 2022: testing, tracking and registration
January 1, 2025: restrictions on landfilling soils
grandfathering provisions to January 1, 2026

O. Reg. 406/19
On-Site and Excess
Soil Management

Does not apply to:
• Hazardous Waste (follow Reg. 347)
• Extraction of Aggregates or Peat
• Soil placed into a Surface Water Body

Excess soil is a waste, but..
Excess soil may be reused, and is not considered waste, if:
• It is being beneficially reused
• Soil is dry and the quality and quantity of the soil
align with that necessary for the beneficial reuse
• The reuse site has consented in writing to take
the soil (not illegally dumped)
Otherwise, MECP waste enforcement takes place.

Soil Rules apply…

The Soil Tables

Allowable contaminate concentrations allowed for:
• Different environmental site conditions
• Different soil volumes (big/small)
• Different land uses (agricultural to industrial)
• Different media (soil, leachate, groundwater)

Special Rules for the Soil Tables
Salt impacted soil can be deposited if:
 salting expected, non-potable business area,
below root zone.
 but not near water or crops
Only Table 1 for Environmentally Sensitive Areas*
and growing crops and pasture
*Environmentally Sensitive Area
 Prov. Park or Conservation Area
 Area of natural and scientific interest, wetland, or habitat of threatened species
as identified by MNRF
 Significant woodland or environmentally sensitive area as identified by the in
the Official Plan of the municipality
 Natural area or protection area in the Niagara Escarpment Plan
 Natural core area or natural linkage area in the Oak Ridges Moraine
Conservation Plan
 Habitat for threatened species listed in Endangered Species Act
 Wilderness Area in the Wilderness Areas Act

Improved Planning Rules – effective January 1, 2022
Project manager retains responsibility
If any possibility of contamination in source site
Assessment of Past Uses
> Sampling and Analysis Plan
> Excess Soil Characterization Report
> Excess Soil Destination Assessment Report
File notices in a public registry
Exemptions (with strictly defined conditions)
• Emergencies
• Topsoil reuse
• Small amounts from a clean area (for pool excavations, etc)

Large (>10,000 m3) reuse sites to be registered
Track and inspect every load

Planning Rules – effective January 1, 2025
Restrict the deposit of clean soil at landfill
sites, unless the soil is needed for cover or
purposes beneficial to the functioning of the
landfill.
Waste soils (exceed Table 3) still go to landfill.

Planning Rules – effective January 1, 2026
Grandfathering ends for contracts from before 2021

Result
• Enforceable rules and regulations
• Defined procedures and processes
• Thorough documentation
– what quality & quantity, from where & to where
– with signatures & liability
– update and retain for 7 years

• Reporting on public registry website
• Tracking every load with GPS

Implementation of 406/19 and its Rules
New enforcement
power to remove
plates from dump
trucks

Guidance and outreach (from MECP)
Fact sheets (soon)
Compliance and enforcement (??)
Updated Municipal By-law tool (by CUI)
Best Practices guides (by ONEIA) Working with
Excess Soil Engagement Group
 Hauling
of municipalities, industry,
 Temporary Sites
ENGOs (incl. OSRTF)
 Qualified Persons
Reuse at aggregate operations (by OSPE)
Soil Registry (by RPRA)
Tracking technology (by industry)

Provincial Soil Regulations Apply Until..

It slides off the truck at a site governed by
a Site Specific Instrument
1. A permit that is issued under a municipal by-law.
2. The provisions of a municipal by-law
3. A licence or permit under the Aggregate Resources Act.
4. An approval under the Planning Act. (building permit, etc)
5. Record of Site Condition (section 168.6 of the EPA)
6. Any other site-specific instrument under an Act of Ontario or Canada that may
regulate the quality or quantity of soil that may be deposited for final placement at
the reuse site.

And those instruments can have a less stringent soil quality standard

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
AND FORESTRY

Aggregate Resources Act
Operation of gravel pit and stone quarries

Recently amendments (Bill 132 – Schedule 15 Dec 2019)
o Can’t consider road degradation
o Can’t restrict depth of extraction
o Can go below water table
o Can’t prohibit a pit on crown land
o Can expand into adjacent road allowance
o Don’t need approval for some site plan amendments
o Maximum fine $200,000
Details to come in revised regulations
Likely to see current limit of Table 1 soil for
rehabilitation to be revised to follow Reg. 406/19

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND RURAL AFFAIRS

• Factsheet: Importation of Soil onto Agricultural Land

MINISTRY OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS

• Excess Soil By-law Tool (www.excesssoils.com)

Regulation by Conservation Authorities
•
•

CA Development Permits for fill operations were based on Control of flooding,
Erosion, Dynamic beaches, Pollution, or Conservation of land.
Municipal site alteration by-laws now apply* in CA’s Regulated Area for traffic,
noise, stop work orders, etc.

BUT
Bill 229**restricts the scope, powers, and independence of CAs.
CAs now must issue authorizations associated with Minister’s Zoning Orders,
even if its against their provincially-delegated responsibilities to protect people
and property from natural hazards.

*Bill 68 (May 30, 2017)
** Schedule 6 of Bill 229 (2020) passed.

100 Acre Property in Clarington
Designated as Environmental
Protection and Green Space on
Land Use Maps

Before

After

OAK RIDGES MORAINE CONSERVATION PLAN (2017)

Section on excess soil and fill
36.1. Official plan policies and development proposals shall incorporate
best practices for the management of excess soil generated and fill received during
any development or site alteration, including infrastructure development, to ensure
that,
• (a) excess soil is reused on-site or locally to the maximum extent possible;
• (b) where feasible, excess soil reuse planning is undertaken concurrently with
development planning and design; and
•

(c) the quality of fill received and the placement of fill at the site will not cause
an adverse effect with regard to the current or proposed use of the property,

the natural environment or cultural heritage resources and is compatible
with adjacent land uses.
The Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Act, 2001 directs municipalities to bring their
official plans into conformity with the Plan. Municipal planning decisions shall also
conform with this Plan, which takes precedence over municipal official plans.
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Municipal Regulation is
by Site Alteration By-laws & Permits
Site alteration by-laws for the moving and placement of soil

Most by-laws inadequate for
managing receive sites

Municipal By-laws
Good examples
– Scugog, Clarington, Burlington

Contain
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fill management plan
Contractual agreement
Prohibit from sensitive areas
Security deposit
Testing & oversight
Tipping fees

Examples and a by-law builder by
Canadian Urban Institute at

www.excesssoils.com

Agricultural exemptions
• Many regulations for the placement of
excess soil contain an exemption for
agriculture.
A commercial fill operation is not a
normal farm practice.
• Normal Farm Practices Protection Board can rule on a proposal
to import soil to a farm.

ARA exemption
• Municipal fill by-laws can not apply to ARA operations
• 406/19 does apply to soil going into a ARA site

BY-LAW NUMBER 2010-084
BEING A SITE ALTERATION BY-LAW TO PROHIBIT OR REGULATE THE REMOVAL OF TOPSOIL, THE
PLACING OR DUMPING OF FILL AND THE ALTERATION OF THE GRADE OF LAND IN AREAS OF THE
TOWNSHIP OF UXBRIDGE

Fill is Prohibited from:
• ”Key Natural Heritage and Hydrologic Features” in the Official Plan of the Regional
Municipality of Durham
• “Settlement Area” designated in the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan,
• Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan: “Natural Linkage Area”, “Natural Core Area”,
areas of high aquifer vulnerability or landform conservation areas in lands
designated as “Countryside Area”
• Lands which were previously licensed or permitted and used as a pit or quarry under
the Aggregate Resources Act (or any predecessor legislation thereof),
whether such lands have been rehabilitated or not.
• Zoned Environmental Protection (EP) Zone or Rural Resource Extraction (M3)
• Operating a commercial fill operation
• Operating in wind or rain or outside of business hours

BY-LAW NUMBER 2010-084

Exemptions:
•
•
•
•
•

Work by governments and utilities
Minor agricultural uses
Permitted site plan agreement or subdivision agreement
Limited amounts of fill for specific purposes directly related to a building permit.
Certain aggregate pit operations:
• Importing aggregate
• Rehabilitation as defined in the Site Plan under the ARA.
• A pit under ARA licence
• A pit not under ARA but as a land use permitted by by-law

• Tipping fees don’t apply to Drainage Act works or <20 cm for agriculture

Any questions on the background?
• 25 million cubic meters in Ontario each year from road
work, condo towers, subways, and rehabilitating
industrial lands.
• Cause truck traffic, noise, dust and sediment runoff at
the receiving sites
• Some soil is contaminated
• Soil Tables 1 to 9.1 set limits for contamination
• Limits set by evolving and inexact science
• 1 thimbleful tested to represent 50 truck loads
• Overseen by "Qualified" Persons

Any questions on the regulations?
• Transport Canada
• Minister and municipalities have some control over aerodromes
• MECP
• O. Reg. 406/19 Soil Regulation & Rules in effect phased in to 2026
• Soil is waste until otherwise (e.g. Site Specific Instrument)
• Exemptions for small and clean
• Special rules for salt & sensitive areas
• Alternatives to Tables (BRAT)
• Testing and assessments could be required
• Registry of sites
• Tracking of loads
• Kept out of municipal landfills
• MNRF
• Aggregate Resources Act revised - Open for Business
• MAFRA
• Fact sheet for farmers
• MMA
• By-law tool (being updated)
• Conservation Authorities
• Reduced powers
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Pits and
Quarries

https://www.neptisgeoweb.org/

ARA Policy
A.R. 6.00.03 - Importation of Inert Fill for the Purpose of Rehabilitation

Import Table 1
(with exceptions allowing salt impacted soils below grade)
Policy A.R. 6.00.00 states that “backfilling of pit and quarry sites
to original grade is only allowed if it is specified as part
of the final rehabilitation on the site plan. If the site plan is silent
or does not expressly permit backfilling above the 2:1/3:1 slope,
the licensee/permittee must apply for a site plan amendment
… to allow for this type of rehabilitation.”
A.R. 6.00.03 states …”this change in rehabilitation should be
processed as a major site plan amendment.”

Rehabilitations

Study of Aggregate Site Rehabilitation in Ontario Bruce County, Dufferin County, Grey County & Simcoe County - 2014; OSSGA

Threats to Pit Rehab
“Exhausted pits are the logical location for excess soil”
“The current MNRF standard (Table 1) is too restrictive”
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry:
• Developing an interim policy for applications to import excess soil
for rehabilitation purposes at aggregate sites
Site specific instruments can have a less stringent soil quality standard
Revisions to ARA:
• Easier to go below the water table
• Harder for municipalities to object
• Easier to get site plan amendment
Ministerial Zoning Orders (MZO):
• By-pass municipalities, official
plans, conservation authorities, …

Excess soil below the water table
DRAFT Best Practices for Excess Soil into Pits and Quarries
• use soil Tables as per 406/19 above water table
• use Tables 6 & 7 into the groundwater
However:
• Excess soil into the groundwater was never considered by MECP
when developing the Soil Tables
• The Lake Filling soil standards only considered the health of
aquatic organisms and not humans
• The Lake Filling standards have been superseded
• A passing grade for a soil leachate test bumps up against the
Ontario drinking water standard
• The hydraulic conductivity rates used in developing the standards
do not cover all geography

Soil deemed by the ministry of the environment
to be too polluted to sit under a parking lot in
the city should not be allowed on farmers’ fields
or over drinking water aquifers.

Even for soils that were stated at the source
site to be safe to be dumped over drinking
water aquifers, where OSRTF has test results
from the dump sites, each site had some soil
over that limits. Inspections, sampling, and
testing should be done at the receiving site.

Do you have a soil dump in your
neighbourhood?
If you see trucks dumping
in your area:
Ask the town if there is
a site alteration or fill permit
and if they are testing.
Look for and sniff for waste
notify Min. of Env.
if it’s a pit, call MNR.
Send OSRTF an e-mail.

For more info
Help Wanted

http://OSRTF.CA
info@osrtf.ca

http://lakeridgecitizens.ca

